DAVID SEYFRIED
New designs from David Seyfried for Autumn 2016 include the delightful Wimpole sofa. This classic and elegant sofa is enhanced by buttoning on the back and stylish legs. David Seyfried's chic, traditional furniture is made by a dedicated team of craftsmen in their workshop in the UK and are timeless, investment pieces that will enhance any room.
T: +44 (0) 207 823 3848
www.davidseyfried.com

ERA OF LONDON
Talented interior decorator, Sera Hershman, has turned her romantic, imaginative ideas to her first collection of bespoke furniture. With its air of Art Deco opulence, the Oyster sofa and chair provide a glimpse into a forgotten world of showgirl glamour, charm and wit. Upholstered in silk velvet, with tapered brass legs, the ultra feminine shape and high curved back makes it the ideal addition to a ladies boudoir.
T: +44 (0) 797 753 4115 | www.eraoflondon.com

TURNSTYLE DESIGNS
Turnstyle Designs have recently introduced a textured metal option to its metal finishes, called the "Hammered" range, which are finished in combination with a range of Turnstyle leather, Amalfine and metal finishes. The technique is produced by skilled craftsmen hammering the surface by hand to beat the pattern into the metal work, giving a custom handle that is truly unique and totally individual. T: +44 (0) 127 132 5325 | www.turnstyledesigns.com